Case study:

Enhanced Aesthetics through Flush Tracking

Enhanced Aesthetics through
Flush Tracking
The Benefits
OpeMed’s team of engineers work hard to design and develop products that will cater for and suit multiple
environments. With a slight modification to the traditional Ceiling Hoist tracking, the flush track is designed to be
easily concealed and recessed. This method, often favoured by Architects, allows the hoist to be installed more
discreetly into the chosen environment, reducing the overall mass of the hoisting system visible and creating an
elegant solution for users.
Flush tracking provides:
Enhanced aesthetics and minimal impact to room.
Offers anti-ligature assurance.
Ideal for low ceilings when height is at a premium.
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How it works
The flush track system comprises of a modified OpeMed Ceiling Hoist Tracks.
Whislt we ensure that the flush track meets ISO10535 and LOLER standards,
installing the track in the ceiling, particularly for domestic or high end long
term care provides a non-evasive installation of the Ceiling Hoist or Overhead
Hoist Track.

The discreet OpeMed track is fitted with an L shaped flange to allow the ceiling
to but up against the track.

If the Ceiling is a plasterboard or metal frame ceiling the fixings must allow
physical inspection (either from above if single story or through an access
hatch). If a tile and grid ceiling (as shown above) obviously the tiles can be lifted
for inspection.

More details
Our flush track system comes as standard in multiple lentghs
and sizes of straight track.

Sometimes, bespoke requirements are needed and straight track
may not always be suitable. As such we can offer curved flush track
and turntables.

To find our more about OpeMed Tracking systems,
please visit http://www.opemed.net/product/ceiling-track/
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